
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Handbook for Reluctant, Struggling and Poor Readers 

 

Project information: 

Millions of children throughout Europe enter secondary education able to read, but not well enough to do 

well in school. Their reading is hindered by obstacles they cannot overcome by themselves. They need the 

help of competent others, especially professional teachers. With specialized support, these young people can 

develop good, even excellent literacy skills. By identifying the need for explicit instruction and educational 

support on reading strategies together with psychological support to build up motivation and self-confidence, 

individual readers’ needs will be carefully identified. Through methodology of metacognitive approach that 

gives students tools for comprehending and studying written texts, through motivational activities, best 

practices and methods will be implemented in order to define efficient ways to successfully promote reading 

to RSPs. These activities will allow students to interact, be creative and ultimately grasp key concepts from the 

motivational texts. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project data: 

Duration: September 1st, 2016 – August 31st, 2018 

Target group: students aged 15–18 

Project coordinator: Jelena Crnek, X. gimnazija “Ivan Supek” 

Partners: Liceo Scientifico Statale Seguenza (Messina, Italy), Gymnázium Pavla Jozefa Šafárika (Rožňava, 

Slovakia), Střední škola Náhorní (Prague, Czech Republic), Education and Teacher Training Agency (Zagreb, 

Croatia), Aquilonis (Zagreb, Croatia), X. gimnazija "Ivan Supek" (Zagreb, Croatia) 

Internet: http://handbook4rspreaders.org/ 
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Activities 

 
We started our project with a Kick-off meeting in Zagreb, where we discussed and planned all forthcoming 

activities and outputs. After the meeting, all partners fulfilled their administrative requirements, and we 

started working on our first activity. We reviewed the methods, objectives, policies and strategies carried out 

in our countries in order to establish the current situation when it comes to literacy issues and reading for 

targeted population of reluctant, struggling and poor readers. After that, each partner established a working 

group to conduct a survey containing targeted questions focusing on RSP readers, their interests, habits, 

intrinsic and extrinsic reading motivation, their competence and efficacy beliefs and their social interaction.  

Our study included 8131 participants from various secondary schools in Slovakia, the Czech Republic, Italia 

and Croatia. The survey was conducted during November and December 2016. We are in the process of 

finalizing the results in a joint report, but here’s a preview:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right after the survey, each country’s project team started working on the selection of 10 engaging stories 

selected both from the contemporary and traditional literature corpus. They will cultivate a variety of themes, 

like teenager issues, problems of young people growing up in different societies and cultures, science fiction 

and fantasy themes, multiculturalism, inclusiveness, migrant situation. Those stories will be used to 

investigate students’ motivation, understanding along with many other factors influencing individual attitude 

towards reading. In our next step, these stories will be used to investigate how different motivational 

activities, engagement strategies, genres, graphic and digital aids influence students’ willingness to read. We 

will then prepare for the Prague mobility, where we will test our methodologies, developed on all previous 

research and conclusions. We will go through a series of workshops with students from all participating 

countries, after which we will derive the best practices and guidelines and start to prepare our Handbook.  



 

Kick-off meeting (Zagreb) 

 
The project partners first met at the Kick-off Meeting in X. gimnazija “Ivan Supek” (10th Gymnasium “Ivan 

Supek”) in Zagreb on October 24, 2016. In addition to introducing the partners to each other, the meeting 

served as the de facto beginning of the project and was a chance to get all the project coordinators on the 

same page. 

The meeting started with a warm welcoming 

speech by Željka Frković, headmistress of X. 

gimnazija, and project coordinator Jelena 

Crnek continued with a presentation of the 

project. Afterwards, project coordinators 

presented their institutions. After lunch 

break, Mrs. Crnek gave a long and detailed 

explanation of the project plan for the 

following three months. Helena Kusturin from 

Aquilonis then talked about IT support, communication channels and dissemination. The last part of the 

meeting was a work session reserved for Q&A and resolving any issues. 

 

Project presentation at the Tesol seminar (Italy) 
 

Italian school Liceo Scientifico “G. Seguenza” has 

been the official venue of the TESOL (Teachers of 

English to Speakers of Other Languages) teaching 

sessions for many years and has always held 

training courses for English teachers. A seminar was 

held on November 30th in order to spread and 

share the importance of the European projects 

envisaged by the Erasmus+ programme. The 

school's teachers, Maria Cristina Lento and Maria 

Landi, focused their speech on a detailed presentation of the ongoing KA2 project “Handbook for RSP 

readers”, which was granted with the help of the EU funding. Teachers accentuated the important role of 

strategic partnership and cooperation of four European countries (Croatia, The Czech Republic, Italy, Slovakia) 

in order to achieve the greater goal, promote the exchange of good practices, intellectual outputs and 

internationalization. 



 

''Wall reading'' competition in Gymnázium Pavla Jozefa Šafárika (Slovakia) 
 

In December 2016, Gymnázium Pavla Jozefa Šafárika 

launched a three-round reading comprehension 

competition called “Wall Reading” which will last until 

June 19th, 2017. The corridors of the school have been 

adorned with posters containing excerpts from various 

works in Slovak and English. Those who have no interest 

in participating get a great way to spend time between 

classes. 

The participants have to read the excerpts and answer 

questions posted on the school`s website. The competition 

aims to involve both avid readers and those who lack the 

time, the will or the skills to read – the RSP readers. If nothing 

else, students can pass the time between classes. And the 

winner can look forward to a great prize: an e-reader! 

 

Tearoom in Gymnázium Pavla Jozefa Šafárika (Slovakia) 
 

On December 15th, 2016, the students of the Gymnázium 

had an opportunity to experience a so-called Tearoom 

Day, organized by Mrs Szanyiová and Mrs Kalinová. This 

special, bilingual literary day was dedicated to a special 

book: The Book Thief by Markus Zusak. At the beginning of 

the day the book was introduced by reading a part of it 

out loud in 

Slovak and 

another in English, follow by a discussion and the introduction 

of the author and the period in which the book was set. The 

students had to read two excerpts from the book – one in 

English and one in Slovak – and then work with the tasks 

prepared. The activity concluded with a lively discussion 

between teachers and students. In the end, the students had 

an opportunity to compare the excerpts with the film version. Of 

course, tea and biscuits were served as well! 



 

Croatian author Boris Škifić enthusiastically agreed 

to participate in the project (Croatia) 
 

Boris Škifić is an author of warm Mediterranean 

stories depicting the process of growing up in 

difficult and isolated island conditions. He is one 

of the authors chosen for the Croatian selection of 

10 literary works this project will address. As a 

professor at the 2nd Gymnasium in Split, aware of 

the difficulties young readers meet, he 

enthusiastically agreed to participate in the 

project. 

 

Meeting the author Boris Škifić (The Story of Two Pines; The Flight of the Butterfly) 

 

Meeting the principal of the Country registry offices 

for public and school libraries in Split-Dalmatia County (Croatia) 
 

Tomislav Stančić, Head of the County Civil Registry for public and 

school libraries in Split-Dalmatia County welcomed the project 

coordinator at the library. The meeting was held in a cordial 

atmosphere and resulted in clear guidelines for further 

cooperation. As an inevitable entry point for young readers, 

libraries of this format will use targeted actions to promote 

reading and thus strengthen our project. 

 

 

 

  



 

Project coordinator held a lecture 

at the Expert meeting of the Croatian language professors (Croatia) 
 

A professional meeting of the Croatian language 

professors “Contemporary literature text between 

context and learning” was held on January 9th, 

2017 in the Natural Sciences School “Vladimir 

Prelog” in Zagreb. 

In addition to lectures by Majda Bekić Vejzović, 

Lydia Farkas and Krešimir Bagić, RSP project 

manager Jelena Crnek spoke about RSP readers and 

gave an overview of the anticipated project results in 

the next two years. Built on the guidelines set by the 

EU (HGHGL, 2012), the project’s initiative will help 

secondary school teachers, librarians, professional 

services – in short, educators and school staff – in 

developing skills necessary to support RSP readers. 

 

Střední škola Náhorní from Czech Republic 

started a new school competition! 
 

Střední škola Náhorní from Czech Republic started a 

new school competition for the rest of the school year 

named Sing that song! ... in Czech!!! Every month, 

teachers choose an English song after which students 

are supposed to find the lyrics online and interpret 

them in Czech following the published criteria. At the 

end of the month, the best interpretations are awarded 

and displayed in the school. 



 

BOOKWORM READERS (Gymnázium Pavla Jozefa Šafárika, Slovakia) 

 

 

Teachers and students of Gymnázium Pavla Jozefa Šafárika created a blog called Bookworm Readers 

(http://bookworm.6f.sk/). The students from the school can use it to upload articles about the books they 

have read; the students from the partner schools can post too. 

It will provide them with a great opportunity to share their feelings and ideas from the books they have just 

read and recommend books they have liked to their schoolmates. They can give short hints of the plot, but 

are encouraged not reveal the whole story. They should try to attract and motivate new bloggers with the 

feelings that arose while reading the books. 

 

Liceo “Seguenza” gets students hooked on reading (Italy) 
 

With the purpose of arousing their students' eagerness to read, Italian project partner Liceo ''Seguenza'' 

devised some activities that could contribute to the project goals: 

READING FOR FUN - a team competition based on questions about selected stories and authors 

THE BOOKWORM CLUB - students discuss or analyze the reasons for liking or disliking the stories, providing 

examples and putting forward their different opinions, exchanging points of view with the audience 

http://bookworm.6f.sk/


 

Furthermore, following Slovak partner's suggestions, Liceo decided to join their blog so that their students too 

could write articles, impressions and comments. Liceo also decided to set up a permanent book stall to enable 

students to exchange their spare books. 

 

Liceo Seguenza showcases its Erasmus+ projects (Italy) 
 

In mid-December 2016 and late January 2017, Liceo organised three meetings 

with the families of prospective students in order to sponsor school activities 

and courses. Each event was attended by nearly three hundred people 

interested in the educational offer. On these occasions, informative talks were 

devoted to the presentation of the Erasmus+ projects granted to the school. 

Liceo had the opportunity to outline the main features and aims of “Handbook 

for RSP readers”, thus arousing great enthusiasm among the audience. 

Likewise, the project drew the attention of the local press and several 

newspaper articles were published. They stressed the importance of the school's 

Erasmus+ projects while highlighting the Liceo Seguenza's international 

dimension.  

Schools promotional video also included the presentation of two ongoing 

Erasmus+ projects: “Handbook for RSP readers” and “ Embrace”. It was shown 

during the three meetings and broadcast by local TVs. 

 

 

  



 

X. gimnazija (Croatia) publishes an article about the project 

in the school  magazine 

 

  



 

Liceo Scientifico Statale Seguenza – Meet the author! (Italy) 

 
On February 22nd, 2017 , students of the Liceo Seguenza met writer 

Silvana La Spina to discuss her latest novel L'uomo che veniva da 

Messina.  they had the opportunity to interview the author and hear 

her views on reading, the proces of  writing and the creative process 

in general. 

Silvana La Spina has published a collection of tales entitled Scirocco 

and several novels: Morte a Palermo (1987), L’ultimo treno da 

Catania (1992), Quando Marte è in Capricorno (1994), Un inganno dei 

sensi malizioso (1995), L’amante del paradiso (1997), Penelope 

(1998), La creata Antonia (2001), La continentale (2014). 

Her latest novel, L'uomo che veniva da Messina, is set in Messina in 

1479. A man is dying in his home, after months of wandering around 

with a coffin containing a young woman. He is Antonello da Messina, 

the famous Sicilian painter, who has just come back from Venice, hit by 

the plague. He is well-known, but Sicily doesn't acknowledge his most-

gifted offsprings and Antonello knows that. For this reason, he 

beseeches his old master Colantonio in his last frantic moments. That 

delirium makes him recall his miserable childhood and his 

acquaintance with the mysterious artists of Trionfo della Morte; he 

starts remembering his stay in Mantua, in Bruges, where he falls in love 

and learns the tricks of oil-painting, and, later, in Venice, where he 

finally finds fame and glory. However throughout his travels, only Grief, 

Van Eych's bastard daughter will be his light and oil- painting will be his 

obsession. 

The novel is a portrait of that age, marked by the thirst for glory and dominated by the Angel of Death. 


